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Fiskars pole saw

Ease of Use: Quality: Performance: Overall Score 4.6 When I was very young, I would do things in a difficult way as I lure the gods to safety. Which means I'm going to stand on a rickety staircase and climb a tree with a one-handed chainsaw to get to a dala that needs to be cut. I once used a drywall saw because I was too lazy to look for the right tool.
Today, I'm older and smarter, so I'm not strong or stupid enough to attempt such insanity. That's what got me most excited about testing the new Fiskars Chain Drive Expandable Pole Saw &amp; Pruner: it seemed like the right tool for the job - the job of cutting and pruning branches safely from the ground. Can your saw cut 3er branches up to 16′ above
ground? FEATURES Product weight: 5.95 lbs. Dimensions: 2.2 x 7.8 x 82 (completely collapsed) or 192 (fully expanded) Materials: Lightweight, strong fiberglass/aluminium; precision floored steel pruner and 15 WoodZigTM saw pruner max cutting capacity: 1 1/4 Saw max cutting capacity: 8 Locking system: Double locking system combining cover lock and
built-in spring button lock Pruner gears: Chain driven and pullle system Interchangeable parts: Saw and pruner blades replaceable Warranty: Full lifetime warranty Other features: Naturally suitable oval shaped pole in your hand; the hooked end of the saw blade to hold the blade in the cutting olier; Going to this test in bright orange color/cut for easy finding in
the middle of serious pruning, previous experiences with a combination pole saw/pruner were not great. A few years ago, I bought a pole saw/pruner for a particular project on my property. I used to spend a lot of time at the gym back then. That's good, because the device weighed a ton. After a relatively short period of time using this tool, I found myself too
tired to even try to get out of the way of falling branches. When I moved to North Carolina, I borrowed money and immediately broke my neighbors' pole. I bought him a new one and let the trees win. Can Fiskars Pole Saw/Pruner help me get my land back? IS THIS BOX EMPTY? When I first lifted the box on the front porch, I wondered if someone on candid
camera sent me an empty box and recorded my reaction. Seriously, I've handled empty cardboard boxes that weigh more than this vehicle. I totally love the things that come close to the out-of-the-box Fiskars pole saw/pruner that came with minimal packaging, instructions, or required mounts, all the best that suits me. It is as easy as attaching the blade,
removeing the included wing nut, placing the blade in the slot and squeezing the wing nut. That's it. You're ready to go to work! Security Pruner is sharp enough to cut a clean 1 1/4 slid and you can see the blade with 8 limbs. Imagine what this could do to one of your fingers or get inside your leg while you were on the ground. I suggest you wear leather
gloves, long trousers, a long sleeve shirt, closed shoes and safety goggles like this. Even if you are careful enough to avoid contact with cutting surfaces, falling sawdust should protect your eyes and protect your arms and legs from falling branches. For example, there are fresh bruises that occur when walking towards branches on the ground. Those bruises
would be abrasions and cuts. EXPANSION THE MOST compact length, the tool comes in a few inches shorter than 8 feet; completely extended, reaches 16 feet. Once I got to hang the extension and locking the pole to the right length, I loved the ease and safety of the locking mechanism. There are two extenders and locks to give the pole a wide range of
lengths to choose from. To unlock the mast, open the flip lock and press the built-in spring button lock (top button) in the section you want to extend. The pole has multiple holes that appear directly once from its compact form. Find the hole that best suits the access you need. Release the top button until you hear that you are clicking on the mast. Then re-
lock the lock lock to the location in the lock. You're ready to go. Flip lock unhinge and depress the inner bow button lock (top button) in the section you initially want to extend, I did not lock the pole into a hole. When I first tried to use the saw, I learned of my mistake when my mast slipped out with my cutting attempts. I think I should have read those minimum
instructions. BUDDING AND CUTTING: HOW DO YOU DO IT? The first thing I noticed when I was moving the device to the first place I planned to use it was how the pole fits in my hand. I felt like the shaft was made for me. I could easily grab it safely, make me feel confident that this tool wouldn't get rid of me. Even with the sweat dripping, the pole was tight
in my hand. I saw pruner to get something for both testing and how it works. Also, I used the tool at the shortest length, fully expanded and all lengths between. At first, I tried to cut a few applications in the forest. In no time, I figured out the most appropriate length to extend the pole to match the height of the branch. It doesn't break down atoms, but you want
to make sure you're far enough away from the branch you cut so it doesn't fall on your head. The chain drive/pullle system worked smoothly without any creep or insert. I like the plastic shot at the bottom of the rope. It looks good on my hand. Unlike other extendable buds I use, the chain-driven/pull-up system has never been bent itself or its branches. When
using poles in the most compact form, you will have a lot of extra rope in your hand or on the ground. The best solution for me was to either wrap the excess rope around the plastic pull or wrap the rope around the gloved hand several times and pull the rope. Watch what I call a gloved hand. The tension in the rope would be number one in naked meat.
Fiskars pruner suggests that 1 1/4 inch or so works well for branches. But come on, who knows how big it is around a branch when you're 10 feet above your head? Apparently, either I guess 1 1/4 inches is very good or the car is able to cut a little more than listed in its specifications. Thank God gardening isn't about fashion. I found the easiest way to use
pruner including saw stabbing on the branch I wanted to cut and then hook the pruning tip over the branch near the leg or torso. You need to make sure there is enough room upstairs to turn off the pruner mechanism of the chain-driven/pull-out system. I didn't leave enough room a few times or got too close to the trunk and had to reposition the pruner. Pruner
cuts very well. With just a few exceptions, the blades cut the sninge cleanly with one. I'd almost surgically describe 90% of the cuts. It flows cleanly from the branch without the shell fragments anchored to the tree. Several times did not cut smoothly, I admit the user error. After making the cut, I noticed that i was cutting close to a 600; Instead of 900 angles for
the branch angle, making the branch thickness exceeding a maximum of 1 1/4. When I fixed my opening, the branches fell clean. After using pruner for about 45 minutes, I examined it closely. Everything seemed in order except for the piece of metal frame that the knife cut; the pieces were torn apart. While the moving part of the cutting mechanism
developed a gouge, it did not affect its cutting capabilities. I checked to make sure all nuts and bolts were securely fixed. I didn't move the budding knife. The knick in the metal frame didn't jeopardize the cutting action in any way, but I couldn't figure out why, and I wondered if the cut would eventually become a deep gouge. Happily, it didn't. I used Pruner for
another four hours. I didn't get the aeration mark bad on the frame, and it was done as the unit was at the beginning of my work. The next day the chiropractor took some time to go. Aging. Although light, I used muscles I haven't felt in years, keeping my arms in the air for a long time. Comfortable, Rigid and Light Mast Again, the oval shape of the mast
facilitates the clinging and manoeuvring of the branches. If you have one or two trees to snyer at, it might not be a big deal. But If you are going to use this tool for several hours at a time, you will appreciate how the pole balances comfortably in your hand. I've never had a regular pile of branches. By the time I finished, I proved an even more important feature
(a little more) when using the saw, harder than the six piles of fiskars flexible that had light fiberglass and aluminum poles on the expandable pole saw/pruner. Fiskars pruner pole is in the most compact form whether it worked equally well or expanded all the way. The lightness made the blade deviating in smaller branches but also made it easier to place it
where I wanted it to be. Saw Cutting Performance It is easy to attach the saw blade to the blade body. Place the back of the blade in the round hole attached to the blade body and slide the rectangular hole in the blade to the hard plastic part of the blade body protruding. Then tighten the included wing nut. You're finished! Leave the back of the saw blade
inside the screw attached to the blade body and then align the rectangular hole on the blade and release it into the protruding hard plastic blade body I tested the 15 WoodZigTM saw blade against branches ranging from 8 to 16 feet. I used Fiskar in oak, maple, cedar, Eastern redbuda, sweet gum and fruit trees to give you an idea of what I wanted the saw
cut off. The largest branch I tried to cut was just over six inches in diameter, and it was a needle oak, a tree as sinewy as the biceps of Dwayne The Rock Johnson. In short, I like the saw function! Remember when I mentioned that the mast looks tougher than flexible? This really helped when using the saw in a fully expanded position. Instead of jumping
because of a masturbation pole, the knife made a quick cut on the branch and was left in the groove. Instead of losing energy by polar bending, the energy is transferred directly to the cutting surface. The hook at the end of the blade made me use the entire length of the blade, reducing the number of strokes needed to cut the dad. With larger branches, do
not expect a clean cut. I mean, when you cut 2/3 of a branch, gravity kicks in and the branch starts to fall. With a chainsaw, you can give the saw enough power to cut it completely before the branch is hanged. Or, if you're cutting a large branch, you can cut it from behind to prevent the saw from pinching and to keep the branch free. But when using a pole
saw, expect the big branches to drop and you're going to hang before you can complete most cuts. Once it falls and hangs, I found it easier to remove the groove saw and undercut the remaining strands of wood that keep the branch a.s. in the air from another angle. The only wood that could challenge me was soft, stranded forests like cedar, and. Stringy
tends to bounce under the saw, getting a solid purchase instead of elastic trees. One solution I found was to bring the saw closer to the trunk of the tree. I'm not sure what WoodZigTM means to make saw blades, but once I noticed I made the first cut in a branch, the saw was left in the groove, saving time and frustration. After using the saw function for
several days, I noticed that the knife looked loose. The wing nuts were still safe. However, I noticed that the hard plastic inset began to stretch the body securing the knife. After prolonged use, the hard plastic around the blade body is stretched, making the blade less hard, while this yawn causes only a small amount of play on the blade, I wonder if the
problem will become even more severe over time. The saw blade is still good, although it functions, and I still had no problem cutting a variety of branches. WARRANTY Fiskars Expandable Mast Saw &amp; Pruner comes with a full lifetime warranty. I don't remember ever reviewing an item that offered such a comprehensive product warranty. HERE'S what I
liked about Fiskars Expandable Pole Saw &amp; Pruner: Quality – With a few exceptions, I have found fiskars products made extremely well. And that was certainly no exception. This has been done for serious work, and quality means that both seasons will not replace this tool. From the locking mechanism to the chain drive/pull-out cutting system to the
sharp, strong cutting surfaces, this is a quality tool. Ergonomics – The pole fits very nicely in your hand. Since the pole is more oval than round, it makes it easier to maneuver when working in the air, where visibility can be limited, making it feel more meaty. Lightweight – Even though the tool is lightweight, its hard design allows you to keep the pruner and
knife wherever you want without getting in or out of the sweet spot you're trying to cut. Length - with the ability to extend up to 16, with the ability to cut, I can cut everything I hope to cut without a ladder or without putting myself dangerously directly under the cutting ingear. Many other extendable units lose their effectiveness when you extend the mast. Chain
drive - The other extendable tensile pull mechanism I've used tends to get bent around, which means I want to spend equal time getting untangled rope and pull-up branches. That wasn't the case with the Fiskars. The chain drive/pullle system had a small enough footprint on the tool that it was not caught or bent on the branches. The chain-thinging pull-up
system never interfered or failed. It worked like a talisman. Here's something I'd like to see improved: lose hard plastic - I'm not a fan of plastic parts in contact with metal parts. When metal will always win against plastic or friction is applied. I want the saw blade body replaced with something more durable to prevent it from yawning over time. BOTTOM LINE
– If you have trees, take them. It is well made, easy to use, and will give the garden a well-groomed look without a landscape budget. WHERE TO BUY Fiskars Chain Drive Expandable Pole Saw &amp; Pruner on Amazon. I think it's worth every penny. Last updated 2020-11-11 / Affiliate links / Images Amazon Product Advertising API API
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